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Abstract

This article introduces a pilot clinic that has been designed and implemented at Portsmouth Law School in partnership with the School of Health Sciences. The benefits and challenges of interdisciplinary team working identified in the health science and legal education literature will be discussed. It looks at the rationale for this innovative development and speculates on the potential for a new professional curriculum that may emerge.

The philosophy driving this pilot clinic is to contribute to breaking down silo thinking in professional students and build trust in the health and legal systems. This initiative will expose health professional and law students to holistic and therapeutic approaches to problem solving, teaching teamwork, collaboration and to breaking down the negative stereotypes of lawyers.

The proposed pilot clinic at the University of Portsmouth will provide new opportunities for students studying law and adult nursing to explore how interdisciplinary practice might build bonds of trust between professionals. It will also enable those involved to see potential networks, signposts and links, in order to improve client outcomes.

This new development, taking lessons from educational practice in health sciences, provides professional and teaching staff operating the clinic to build a new collaborative and dynamic joint curriculum.
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This new form of clinic, it is argued, provides an alternative to traditional perceptions of clinical teaching across multidisciplinary paradigms.

Introduction

The article will discuss why a pilot interdisciplinary student clinic (IDSC) has emerged as a potentially powerful way of educating better and more responsive future practitioners in nursing, law and allied health disciplines. This, we argue, has rich opportunities for improving the professional education and mutual understanding of the participating students and future practitioners. The potential community impacts of the IDSC will be discussed elsewhere.

The authors see a critical need in universities to better prepare the emerging professionals through meaningful interdisciplinary collaboration. The pilot IDSC at the University of Portsmouth will provide new opportunities for students studying law and adult nursing to explore how interdisciplinary practice might enhance bonds of trust between professionals and uncover a new collaborative and dynamic joint curriculum. In the longer term, the clinic could expand to include students of social work, pharmacy and dentistry in a joint learning environment. We anticipate that the IDSC environment will provide fertile ground for skill development in problem solving, relationship-building, communication and collaboration skills. Research suggests that skills of good client interviewing, triage, peer to peer learning are skills that different professional disciplines can share even though their roles may differ.²

---

There are likely to be many unforeseen learning opportunities which will emerge within the IDSC, which our evaluation will capture, including the possibility of increased appreciation of each other’s roles, professional knowledge and ethical responsibilities. It is hoped that this may lead to the reduction of inter-professional conflict in the longer term.

Healthcare can tend to be defensive in nature, aiming to reduce patient claims for compensation for negligence. This article reports on an approach to education that is positive in nature and could influence students’ thinking about their future professional practice.

Author one’s studies have demonstrated that a significant barrier to team working exists between professionals of different disciplines. It has provided some evidence that this results from poor previous stereotypes of lawyers and the adversarial system and poor experiences of lawyers by non-legal professionals who will put their client risk of relapse first or resist referral because of such poor experiences.3 The same


phenomenon has also emerged in a United States studies by Sandefur and Cunningham.⁴ The University of Portsmouth IDSC seeks to provide a way of breaking down such stereotypes earlier and in undergraduate study, thus bringing about interdisciplinary cooperation that might be taken on into professional life.

This article’s structure will frame the discussion under the following headings: Definition of terms; literature review; rationale; context; the development and evaluation of the IDSC; and conclusions.

Definition of terms

Different and often problematic nomenclature and understandings across the different literature, professions and pedagogy exists. The authors thought it might be useful to summarise existing terminology and then provide their own definitions, in order to avoid misunderstandings and to frame the article’s discussion.

Clinical Legal Education

Clinical Legal Education is described as ‘a premier method of learning and teaching. Its intensive, one-on-one or small group nature can allow students to apply legal theory and develop their lawyering skills to solve client legal problems. Its teaching pedagogy is distinguished by a system of self-critique and supervisory feedback

enabling law students to learn how to learn from their experiences’.5 It is a form of experiential learning through engagement with the practice of law.6 It aims to contextualise the study of law and draw on student learning in other courses to guide and support them in identifying, developing and applying ethical legal practice skills. But its scope is much wider than simply ‘skills’, it also aims to develop students’ critical understanding of approaches to legal practice, to their understanding of the roles of lawyers in relation to individual clients and social justice issues and to encourage and to validate student aspirations to promote access to justice and equality through the law.7

Clinical Legal Education in the UK has grown rapidly over the last 20 years and now features as part of the curriculum in the majority of Law Schools.8 The educational approach has been defined and discussed by many researchers. Kerrigan’s definition, “learning through participation in real and realistic interactions coupled with reflection on this activity”, fits with the model being discussed in this paper.9

---

9 Kevin Kerrigan and Victoria Murray, ‘A Student Guide to Clinical Legal Education and Pro Bono’
The phrase clinical legal education is well-known in Law Schools and is the subject of this journal. There are a number of clinic models and these have been documented in a recent review of the changing provision in UK Law Schools by Dignan et al. It describes a situation where law students provide free legal advice for members of the community, and this is how we use the term in this article. However, the term clinical would not be used in health literature even though Clinical Legal Education is a standard term in law. ‘Clinics’ in the health setting tend to be places where health services are delivered to members of the public which may, or may not, involve students working alongside the professionals. It also denotes a mode of practice informed research through ‘clinical trials.’ This has highlighted for the authors, the many differences even just in definition and application of language that exist in different professional discourse and the many opportunities for developing a rich new curriculum.

**Interdisciplinary Student Clinic**

The term interdisciplinary in this context, is borrowed from health, primary allied health and educational spheres and is not so common in legal language. Nacarrow notes, ‘Terms such as interdisciplinary, inter-professional, multi-professional, and

---


Dignan et al ibid n 9
multidisciplinary are often used interchangeably in the literature to refer to both different types of teams and different processes within them'\(^{11}\)

Our definition, involves students in meaningful collaboration that promotes learning from different disciplines. In this case, it is applied within education and training pedagogies to describe studies that use methods and insights of several established disciplines or traditional fields of study. We propose to adopt the enhanced ‘team model’ posited by Weinberg and Harding\(^ {12}\). Lerner and Talati describe an “experientially integrated team”\(^ {13}\) in which more than one discipline is represented in both the designers and delivers of the curriculum and in the students. Our proposed IDSC will have Nursing and Law staff working together to supervise students from these disciplines, as they provide information and support to members of the public. This novel learning environment provides an opportunity for reviewing and creating an innovative curriculum for Law and Nursing students so that students can learn from each other’s disciplines. These ideas will be explained and justified in the next section.


Multi-Disciplinary Practice

The term Multi-disciplinary practice (MDP) is one used in legal circles for a professional practice model. It is a term used to describe commercial models of practice where lawyers work with accountants or financial advisers. It is defined by the Solicitors Regulation Authority as “A multi-disciplinary practice (MDP) is a licensed body that combines the delivery of reserved legal activities with other legal and other professional services. ‘Reserved legal activity’ and ‘legal activity’ have the meaning prescribed by s12 of the Legal Services Act 2007(LSA).”14 MDP intends to provide clients with a raft of professionals co-located for an efficient client service. The term is not the most suitable to describe the clinic model evaluated in this article because the aim of the IDSC is not to adopt such a siloed approach. The pilot being delivered at Portsmouth Law School will consist of Nursing and Law students delivering services to clients as teams. There will be no system of referral by one professional discipline to another. For this reason, the term MDP has not been chosen.

Inter-professional Practice

Within health education, the terms multi-disciplinary, interdisciplinary and inter-professional have been used15, and no consensus has been reached as to the most

inclusive and appropriate term. In recent reviews of effectiveness of such education, the term “inter-professional education” has been adopted when students or registrants from different health professional groups learn or work collaboratively.

The term "interdisciplinary" has been chosen over and above inter-professional because it more accurately reflects the nature of the relationship that we seek to develop. The nature of professions can mean that they think and act in silos, which can disrupt effective teamwork. There is a danger that, using the term “inter-professional”, we might discourage the students from identifying themselves as equal partners in a new professional paradigm. By removing the link to the professions, our philosophy is to influence the way that students begin to think about the "others" that they work with. Each discipline brings a unique perspective on the world and our pilot IDSC will encourage students to reflect on these different perspectives, to the benefit of clients.

**Literature review**

The Health Education literature, it is argued, has developed because of a need to reduce the risk of error and is thus essentially negative in tone. The rationale behind

---

Download citation https://doi.org/10.1080/01421590701682576
this new joint curriculum development is more positive, founded on notions taken from therapeutic jurisprudence. Harris et al., note that the dynamic processes of teamwork and interdisciplinary practice (IP) have not been studied in-depth in the literature and their article explores this. Harris et al conclude that ‘inter-professional team based care’ has been demonstrated to improve quality of care outcomes in patients with chronic disease in primary care. The article notes that, based on their study such interdisciplinary care, if done well, can improve client outcomes including health, the quality of care, lead to earlier interventions, reduce duplication and hard navigability through improved coordination and referral and planning. Harris et al, also note that interdisciplinary practice can lead to improved relationships, changes in practice and increased job satisfaction and greater opportunity for collaboration.

There is substantial evidence to demonstrate that examples of poor care are evident where multi-professional teams have failed to function in the person’s best interests (e.g. Mid-Staffordshire Inquiry, Winterbourne View). In their systematic review Keifenheim et al suggest that a variety of approaches to teaching systematic history taking to medical students are beneficial, including workshops, in simulation and working with simulated patients. A recent search of health literature demonstrated
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there is limited evidence of robust research evaluating which educational approach is best for non-medical health professionals.

The reported benefits of interprofessional activities include improved knowledge and skills for team working, which could then improve patient safety, although there are no robust, longitudinal studies that demonstrate this. There is less evidence of such learning and working positively influencing attitudes and perceptions towards others (Hammick et al.).

This suggests that it is vital to integrate meaningful learning activity, yielding positive results for patients/clients in such education, so that all participants can see positive benefits.

There are furthermore positive reasons to provide Nursing and other health professionals with experiential educational contexts. Some students lack the confidence and skills to manage inter-professional conflict in the work place and increasing the opportunity to engage in co-learning and giving feedback, that the pilot IDSC will provide, may assist in developing these skills.

The legal setting differs from health, in this regard, as there is substantial work in health settings exploring teams, team dynamics and interdisciplinary working. Effective team work, according to Ellis and Bach is regarded as a key pillar in providing a safe culture within which to provide healthcare.

---

20 Hammick et al.
The traditional view of clinical legal education in the United Kingdom (UK) does not include any element of interdisciplinarity, although joint initiatives do exist in other jurisdictions. A recent analysis by Dignan et al of the 2014 survey of UK Law School clinic and pro bono provision makes no mention of an interdisciplinary approach. Law Clinics, it is suggested, are seen as vehicles to enhance the learning of law in law students and to address legal problems of clients. There is little literature to be found on initiatives to develop an interdisciplinary approach to law clinics in the UK. There is, however, literature on interdisciplinary learning and its benefits in Higher Education that provides us with a framework for our evaluation of this pilot.

We are aware of other types of IDSC in the United States, UK and in Australia. Many of the ‘interdisciplinary’ or MDP student clinics under discussion in the literature and examined for this article, although often described as such, were not interdisciplinary in the sense of engaging students from different disciplines in joint learning. Often, they were in essence law student clinics either conducting research or providing legal advice under supervision in health, allied health or community settings and so these

---


are not discussed in detail in the context of this article. Much of the literature does not describe the IDSC in the sense that the authors of this article envisage as interdisciplinary undergraduate learning and advice giving with student practitioners from different disciplines working collaboratively, in an attempt to address the wider determinants of health for individuals in society. In the interests of ensuring a relevant and not overly lengthy article these are not discussed.

The idea of Health Justice partnerships is being explored in the literature. In the United Kingdom, Hazel Genn is leading an evaluation of the University College London Advice Clinic. The UCL ‘Integrated Legal Advice and Wellbeing Service’ (iLAWS) centre offers free general advice and assistance for registered patients of the Liberty Bridge Road GP Practice in social welfare law issues. Based in the Guttmann Health and Wellbeing Centre in Stratford, the clinic offers users of the Liberty Bridge Road General Practice free face-to-face general legal advice on all aspects of social

---


welfare law including welfare benefits and housing. The UCL Legal Advice Clinic also provides the basis for a wide-ranging research agenda seeking answers to fundamental questions about the nature of legal needs and the links between legal and health problems.29

Hyams and Gertner run a IDSC in Melbourne at Monash Oakleigh Legal Service in Australia with mixed results. They note that students often report feelings of being inadequately prepared for practice.30 MDP is about systems change and moving away from adversarial settings. In Australia, there is an emergence of more problem solving and therapeutic courts.31 The authors note that this means a need to move from traditional law teaching to enable collaborations with other disciplines to work effectively in the new settings for justice.32 Hyams and Gertner also note that lawyers were not seeing other client issues and were missing stuff. They note deficiency in law training to equip students for communication. The clinic revealed that the law students needed to adapt to different situations, but did not necessarily acknowledge the value of other disciplines as equal partners in this process.

29 See <https://www.ucl.ac.uk/laws/accesstojustice/legal-advice > accessed 30 August 2017
In the United States, Lerner and Talati, discuss their interdisciplinary advocacy setting, in a law clinic for children involved with child welfare setting. Their article discusses why students should be involved in interdisciplinary clinics – beyond merely academic training is what is needed. In their study, they note the law students observed an initial reticence of non-legal professionals to talk to lawyers when the students were seeking to train them. It took time for students to break down poor perceptions. We hope that we will break down any such perceptions quickly in our clinic as the students adapt to using each other’s language and ideas in their collaborative approach.

Lerner and Talati explore the history of how law is taught and are critical of this as preventing collaboration. Court case, statute based learning sees, law taught by teachers in the same way as their teachers taught, often by academics with little practice experience so devoid of reality and context. They argue that legal education is inadequate. Low rates of law academics themselves involved in collaboration with other disciplines results in university law schools working in silos, in contrast to other fields. Similarly, Enos and Kanter discuss how traditional lawyering encourages hierarchy assuming the legal system knows all and alienates other professionals. They


raise concern about paternalism and lawyers not allowing client involvement in decision-making meaning often wrong decisions.35 At the University of Portsmouth IDSC, we will have students of Nursing and Law working together, under the supervision of academics who are also professionals in these fields”.

Helpfully, the Lerner and Talati article discusses suggestions curriculum design, course structure and the benefits – learning different fields, facilitation of referrals. They observe that potential solutions increase when you have more than one mind set and different fields working on problems more creative and more client options emerge from this discourse, collaboration increases everyone’s knowledge of each other, the work and avenues to help. This they conclude gets away from stagnation of ideas rigid thinking and many voices are heard.36 Lerner and Talati note how collaborative learning opportunities build respect and how lawyers tend to make assumptions which are often not correct as they are based on only narrow legal technical information and miss critical information in narrowing things too much that might otherwise help clients. Emotional intelligence and engagement, team case planning and team work are taught in their model. They warn an important lesson is to make sure you consider who you partner with and have same values and are the right fit and also goes for client group to be served. The authors of this article, have

considered this advice in the aims and design of the UoP IDSC as discussed later in this section and in the conclusion.

Tobin Tyler, has written extensively on IDSC and has much that is useful in both the impact of joint clinical education and learning opportunities for students and breaking down often high professional barriers earlier through cross training and fertilisation between different practitioners, students, supervisors and faculty.\textsuperscript{37} Tobin Tyler describes the IDSC based in hospital, how it is taught, curriculum and some of the issues for faculty and students and how overcome. She lists a number of joint learning outcomes and the process of joint group work and assessment. She explores how team work is important for skills in both health professionals and lawyers.

St Joan has broken down elements of how to run an IDSC and the benefits to students. In her clinic, law students provide the services in non-legal settings and choices are made about side by side or hand in hand service provision with other professionals, depending on what may be appropriate and ethical.\textsuperscript{38} Usefully for the authors, St Joan departs from her own law clinic and explains what an IDSC could look like. Her article includes a rationale for why IDC, how it might be done, course content, planning, types of assistance. Part Two of the article flags mandatory reporting challenges and


suggestions on ethical practice. She notes such clinics would offer joint collaboration process for students and teachers, broaden student experience. She lists numerous benefits and suggestions.

These other models, the reasons and rationales for their emergence and the benefits and challenges will inform the development of the new pilot IDSC at the University of Portsmouth. At this early stage our aim is for the clinic students to learn each other’s language, context, ethical codes and norms, and perspectives. In so doing, as envisaged by Lerner and Talati, they might learn together to cross role boundaries. Law and Nursing students will reframe client issues in terms that go beyond the scope of legal problems and using each other’s terminology. This may lead to trust and the reduction in the siloed nature of professional socialization in the future as these students become professionals. At present Legal practitioners instruct experts to advise and our aim would be to teach collaboration such that in the future professionals would instead work as a team where professional boundaries allow.

The Rationale for Interdisciplinary Student Clinic

In nursing in the UK, the curriculum increasingly integrates a person-centred approach, which fosters empowerment, promotes self-management and the promotion of health. This is because of the increased pressure on healthcare, which has typically focused on managing the care of people who are already ill, disabled or dying. As such, nurses encounter people who may be frightened and defensive, by virtue of their ill health and skills in managing such relationships are included in the nursing curriculum. By enhancing skills in building therapeutic relationships and advocacy, and by acting to support people to make informed decisions about their health and lifestyle, nursing seeks to change the dynamics in the nurse-patient/family relationship. Research skills are taught and undertaken by nursing students and they explore their role in participation in shaping health practice and policy.44

As noted by Enos and Kanter, Learner and Talanti earlier, legal education at undergraduate level often encourages thinking in silos and categories through the teaching of law in discrete problem areas such as contracts, tort or criminal law overlooking the contexts of problems and that problems can intersect and cascade.46

As practitioner teachers, we also know that causes of legal problems can be situated

in a context of other non-legal problems and may never be resolved unless the causes and interconnections are identified and worked through.\(^{47}\) Many law courses teach law in isolation from contexts such as the social determinants of health and wellbeing. In fact, such contexts are rarely even acknowledged in the more traditional law courses and yet can be significant factors in comprehensive problem identification necessary before the client can be fully supported.

### Context

In the health system in the United Kingdom, one in ten hospital admissions are associated with error\(^ {48}\) and half of these errors are avoidable according to the National Patient Safety Agency\(^ {49}\). There are multiple examples where dysfunctional interdisciplinary team working has compromised people’s safety (such as cases like Elaine Bromily, Daniel Pelka) or where medication errors occur, through prescribing or administration errors\(^ {50}\). Vincent argues that there is a clear need and importance of learning from such errors and near misses in order to improve patient safety\(^ {51}\).

---


\(^{49}\) National Patient Safety Agency (NPSA) 2007. Safety in doses: medication safety incidents in the UK’. NPSA.

\(^{50}\) ibid

Education, as to risk and possible earlier intervention to prevent poor health outcomes, may from a health point of view be enhanced with joint learning and legal education on risk and prevention through an IDSC such as the one at the University of Portsmouth.

There is an evolving reconfiguration of the health and care system in the United Kingdom, driven by the challenges of an ageing population, with increasing frailty and complexity and informed by recent reports, (Darzi Report 2008⁵², Marmot Review 2010, Five Year Forward View 2014⁵³, Shape of Caring 2015⁵⁴). This context has led to the development by Imison and Bohmer ⁵⁵ of ‘Sustainability and Transformation Plans’ and recognition of the importance of increased emphasis on promotion of health, prevention of illness, self-management, the critical establishment of skills development in collaborative practice, and team based provision. It has also seen a move to increase the integration of health and care. As a consequence, the Nursing and Midwifery Council (NMC) are currently reviewing the standards for nursing, so that graduates are better prepared to deal with the health needs of the ageing UK population. The draft standards issued by the Nursing and Midwifery Council (NMC) in 2017⁵⁶ suggest that nurses will be expected to take a more active part in holistic and

---

person-centred care, within increased skills in assessment, diagnostics and triage and this will inform future nursing curricula in the UK.

Xyrichis et al, 57 note interdisciplinary healthcare teams face challenges including: the contentious nature of sharing professional roles and expertise, effective planning, problematic funding and accountabilities for different programs adding to complexity, decision making, and delivering quality patient/client care within complex contexts. Although challenging, the authors see the opportunity for students to develop these skills through joint interdisciplinary learning as important, to better position and equip future practitioners for the changing world and the dilemmas they will face, as they offer care and advice services and support as practitioners in the wider community.

There is much empirical evidence to support a need for changes to legal education based on advice seeking behaviours of members of the public and the need to work towards solving a person’s problems that may have broader dimensions than just the

---

legal problems. Law like other disciplines, face challenges with technology and
impacts on human expertise. This data and change in the world seems not to have
resonated within much of legal academia, odd given universities are research as well
as teaching institutions and research, one would think also ought to inform teaching
pedagogy and vice versa.

Susskind notes the changing role of lawyers, and the court process itself will all
provide a range of ways in which the citizen can be empowered to manage their own
legal problems and ‘embrace improvements not just to dispute resolution but also
to…dispute containment, dispute avoidance and legal health promotion’. He also
notes interdisciplinary study will be required with ‘exposure to and understanding of
traditional legal service should provide a valuable foundation upon which to build
any new career in law.’ Cunningham has also explored the importance of a great
exchange and interaction between lawyers and social scientists to form a shared

need in Australia’ (New South Wales Law and Justice Foundation, Sydney)
consequences of civil justice problems’, in P Pleasence, A Buck & NJ Balmer (eds), Transforming lives:
assistance services: building on the evidence base’ (Law and Justice Foundation of NSW, Sydney)
http://www.lawfoundation.net.au/ljf/app/?id=D76E53BB842CB7B1CA257D7B000D5173 (accessed 21
April 2017).

59 Tobin-Tyler, E (2008) ‘Allies Not Adversaries: Teaching Collaboration to the Next Generation of
Doctors and Lawyers to Address Social Inequality’ 11 Journal of Health Care Law and Policy, 249-294.
60 Susskind R, (2013) Tomorrow’s Lawyers: An Introduction To Your Future, Oxford University Press,
2013, 85, 119. See also Maharg P (2007) Transforming Legal Education: Learning and Teaching the
Law in the Early Twenty-first Century, Taylor & Francis Ltd, United Kingdom.
approach to improving client communications, increasing self-awareness and communication skills.\textsuperscript{61}

In addition, in the process of writing the conference paper on which this article is based, the authors realised that notions of ‘client care’ are taught differently in the social and health sciences to law. Nursing pedagogy sees client care as looking to the health and wellbeing of clients and patients and ensuring the patients feel safe, respected and are holistically supported to make evidence informed decisions about their care. In law, ‘client care’ is often taught in a context of ethics and often is limited to contexts of minimising risk (often to the lawyer), client confidentiality, and duties of loyalty and fiduciary duties. We realised we could all learn from each other in broadening concepts of client care in how the joint learning and IDSC are operationalised at the UoP. We agree with Lerner and Talati\textsuperscript{62} that an understanding of the full social context is required if the legal professional is to support the rule of law and access to justice.

Although changing, traditionally students of law have not encouraged to reflect on their practice. Law is largely taught by case law and statutory interpretation and does not, in an integrated way across the whole curricula, teach reflective practice although


it might be undertaken in clinical legal education and practical legal training it is rarely integrated throughout course content as it is in the health sciences.

Other than through clinical legal education supervision rarely are law students encouraged to partake in debriefing opportunities and structured supervision as in nursing, which focus on client care and approach, rather on the legal avenues for clients.

The IDSC aims to develop the students’ ability to engage in critical understanding of the role, ethics and operation of the law in its political, economic and social contexts and most importantly, to enable them to explore how different disciplines can work collaboratively to improve social and health outcomes.

**Development and evaluation of the University of Portsmouth IDSC**

The Law student generalist advice clinic project at Portsmouth Law School is well established in the local community setting operating from Johns Pounds and Somerstown Community Hub. We are developing the project further for the IDSC as an interdisciplinary health justice partnership student clinic within a suitable health setting.

Authors two and three have planned three stages. The first stage currently has law students, dental health and nursing students in a community setting (John Pounds Centre, Portsea). This gives the potential for early and effective health and welfare advice, such as debt and access to benefits, general health promotion, to improve
health and wellbeing of the clinic’s clients thereby reducing anxiety and stress, which lead to poor health outcomes. Authors two and three are seeking other community settings particularly a health setting as an additional location. At this first stage students will work in community settings to provide educational presentations and workshops but not tailored individualised advice.

The second stage envisages law and health professional students giving legal and public health advice to individuals under close supervision and in accordance with professional standards.

The final stage is the establishment of a health justice clinic staffed by a mixture of professionals, and students on the model of a teaching hospital but on a much smaller scale. The plan is to recruit final year Law students from September 2018. Law and Nursing students will present information to the public about common legal issues on crucial topics already identified by nursing staff and including Powers of Attorney, accommodation rights, and access to benefits in the elderly, in settings external to the University. We hope that by working with local NHS Trusts, we will be able to locate suitable venues in additional to our plans to visit Community Centres, Care homes, Schools and Colleges.

Students will be supervised by professionally qualified, legal and health academics during all contact with the public. There is insurance cover as this forms part of the hosting University’s insurance cover. The clinic will form part of the curriculum and will be assessed for academic credit. It will be an extension of University of
Portsmouth’s current law clinics and the University of Portsmouth will cover the costs involved of the curriculum activity.

The key challenges posed by collaborating with law students in UK Higher Education include the different philosophies within the two fields. In nursing, students are encouraged to see the person, not the disease and for these students the approach is broadly vocational, as well as academic. A further practical issue relates to timetabling conjoint activity, within already busy subject areas.

The authors seek to enhance the law student ability to conduct systematic case histories that incorporate a wider view (not just legal). Education about risk management, is interpreted as client care and yet legal expectations may assist nurses in managing some of the health risks outlined above earlier. By embedding interdisciplinary learning, we anticipate being able to use deliberate approaches to break down the hierarchical way in which law is taught (as the literature discussed earlier highlights) using judicial pronouncements, winners and losers, rather than being about people with problems. It is this use of language, we suspect may be a reason why there is community and professional reticence to engage with the legal profession. It is hoped that the participants in the IDSC will develop new language and start to break down these silos and such reticence by skills in interpersonal collaboration and communication.
The evaluation of the pilot study

There will be an ongoing evaluation as the authors are keen to enable good practice, share lessons learned and inform replicable models in other university settings. The evaluation will inform as to the project impacts on students and learning modes, academic staff, partner agencies and clients once the clinic reaches its final stage of operation.

We seek to measure the development of collaboration between disciplines, the use of each other’s terminology and problem-solving approaches, mutual understanding and respect for differing professional rules, and the building of trusting relationships. At this early stage the ethical approval is limited to asking open questions in individual interview and focus groups.

Conclusion

This article has explored the rationale for the development of the IDSC at University of Portsmouth and discusses possible outcomes. This pilot aims to support students of law and nursing to challenge their evolving "professional" sphere of reference. The pilot provides an opportunity for them to explore the development of team working and trust.

Both Nursing and Law are service professionals and clients and patients are potentially the same person. We anticipate that law students can learn new approaches from Nursing. We take instructions. Nurses take histories that are much
more comprehensive. Nurses learn to give bad news. Lawyers may well experience giving bad news and learn an effective way to do so. Nurses are taught how to respond to error but do not understand the distinctions between civil and criminal responsibility or shared or vicarious liability. These are areas that the design of the clinic delivery has planned to address. Furthermore, we realise that there is a much more exciting jointly developed truly interdisciplinary curriculum that this clinics will uncover as it operates. The team at Portsmouth has secured ethical approval to collect data through focus groups of staff and students to ensure the unplanned outcomes are captured.

In exploring the development of joint interdisciplinary learning and an IDSC at University of Portsmouth, the authors discovered differences in philosophy, design and delivery of nursing and legal education. Some of these differences were surprising to the law teacher authors, in highlighting some of the deficiencies in legal education. Reflective Practice for example, although a key part of clinical legal education is less integrated than in nursing where it informs almost all core subjects and student learning. Similarly, even though, as in nursing, in law a critical part of effective practice is a good client interview, little time in law is given to systematic assessment, history taking and triage to ensure full and comprehensive advice and problem

identification, whereas in healthcare, this forms an essential component of holistic and person-centred healthcare. Students of law are lucky if they receive any interview training and it often occurs only if they undertake a clinical legal education program or practical legal training course often just before they commence practice, if at all.

The IDSC is emerging as an important way of building better and more responsive future practitioners in health, law and allied health disciplines. Interdisciplinary practice is not new in health and allied health and social work spheres. What is different here is the idea having a Law Students as part of such a team including students of nursing. Later, we expect that dentistry, pharmacy and social work students will join the clinic. This subject of an interdisciplinary student clinic, which is not merely lawyer led, but involves students and cross faculty members and different fields of supervision is a subject on which, there is little literature.

As noted by Hyams and Gertner, there is probability that law students needed to acknowledge the value of other disciplines as equal partners in the interdisciplinary clinic process and indeed in their legal education more generally. Arguably, this is a weakness in the nature of professional education - we tend to teach professional students to think about problems from a single perspective. - the IDSC aims to get them to think in a collaborative way, evaluating how a more joined up approach might address the root cause of problems.

---

Spelt uses the term boundary-crossing in her systematic review of Interdisciplinarity in Higher Education.\(^{66}\) She offers the following definition citing Boix Mansilla et al\(^ {67}\):

“The capacity to integrate knowledge and modes of thinking in two or more disciplines or established areas of expertise to produce a cognitive advancement—such as explaining a phenomenon, solving a problem, or creating a product—in ways that would have been impossible or unlikely through single disciplinary means.”

This neatly encapsulates our ambitions for this pilot interdisciplinary student clinic.

---
